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Abstract
The growth of Internet of Things (IoT) and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) has 
considerably increased the customer accessibility, convenience and boosted the 
industrial productivity. However, the increased use of IoT/CPS systems raises new 
security challenges. Due to the nature of IoT/CPS systems that heavily depends 
on connected low computation power devices equipped with sensors, the security 
characteristics and needs of these systems differ from the security of traditional 
software-based security applied in conventional network devices. To secure the 
IoT/CPS systems, a hardware security support is needed as software-based security is 
inadequate to protect such systems against cyber-attacks. Recent Field Programmable 
Gate Array (FPGA) and System on Chips (SoCs) can help in implementing a security 
system that extends to the IC level. FPGA SoC helps bringing complete range of 
scalable security and at the same time sustain the low-power system operation. In 
this article, a survey of hardware-based security support is conducted and introduced. 
Concentrating on hardware security will help users to have better insight about 
IoT/CPS security requirements, identify the vulnerabilities of these systems and give 
good information on how to build secure IoT/CPS systems.

Keywords:  Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber security, Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), 
Hardware Root of Trust (HRoT), FPGA, SoC. 

1. Introduction

The Internet of things (IoT) is the internetworking of physical devices in home, build-

ings, streets and other places that enable these objects to collect and exchange data 

[1]. Example of IoT systems include devices embedded in smart home, smart building 

and smart cities, etc. Cyber-physical systems (CPS) is a new generation of systems 

that has some similarities with IoT. CPS has integrated computational and physical
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capabilities that can interact with humans [2]. A CPS is controlled or supervised by

algorithms, which is tightly integrated with the Internet and its users [3]. Examples of

CPS include electrical smart grid, autonomous automobile systems, medical monitor-

ing, process control systems in factories, robotics systems, and automatic pilot avionics

[3]. By 2020, experts estimate that, the IoT/CPS system will have about 30 billion

objects [4] and the global market value of these systems is estimated to reach $7.1

trillion [5]. With this huge deployment many challenges are facing IoT/CPS systems in

design, deployment, standardization, architecture modeling and security. The security

issue is one of the concern that is facing IoT/CPS systems. Recently there have been a

lot of attacks on IoT/CPS systems. Some attacks were done by login to house security

camera using default password and spy on the people’s houses [6]. There is also

attacks on factories. In 2014, it was reported that a cyber-attack on German steel

mill control system. The attack prevented the orderly shutdown of the system [7]

causing a massive damage to it. Ukrainian power grid was also attacked in December

2015 [8]. The attackers were able to access the power grid and take down the power

plant by physically destroying a generator and this cause many losses and cut the cut

the power to over 200,000 people. The attackers could do this damagewith just 21 lines

of code and theywere able to not only shut down the breakers, but alsowipe hard disks

and even flash the firmware on some of the key systems that were needed to bring it

back up. This was the first incident of cyber-attack on a power grid and was done after

adding the IoT connectivity to the power grid. IoT/CPS systems are different from com-

puters connected to network and internet in that IoT/CPS systems tend to have a long

deployment and lifetime usage. They rarely subject to management. This is different

with computer systems, where your PC at least are checked, and updates are installed

in it when available. For IoT/CPS systems, whether it is a smart grid control system,

security camera or an industrial robot arm, they need to be up and running for years at a

time, with infrequent chances for downtime. The topmain concern for IoT/CPS systems

are reliability, safety, efficiency and productivity. For these reasons, depending only

on software security is not enough and the only reliable way to maintain security is

to depend on hardware security. The hardware security is designed to resist attacks

over long periods as most of the attack used tools developed for Windows, UNIX, and

Linux and cannot used to break into the security chip. IoT/CPS uses very specialized

operating system, a specialized environment that is built into hardware ICs designed

with security as a top priority. The use of security chips gives a trusted environment

that can be used for what’s called a ‘hardware root of trust’, kind of a strong base
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onto which a good secure system can be built. When we have such a strong hardware

based IoT/CPS system we don’t need to update it regularly and everything on top of

it can be stable and secure. In this paper, we are investigating the various hardware-

based security measures that are used to secure IoT/CPS to help users to identify the

vulnerabilities of IoT/CPS systems and to aid on how to build hardware-based security

into these systems. Section 2 will present IoT/CPS security needs, section 3 presents

the IoT/CPS structures, section four give an overview about IoT/CPS standardization,

and finally section five presents IoT/CPS hardware-based Security.

2. IoT/CPS Security Needs

IoT/CPS needed security features can be summarized as follows:

1. Authentication - For any IoT implementation, device should have authenticated

to the network.

2. Privacy – To be sure that the transmission of any data occurs only between

approved systems and devices. For instance, a security camera should send

information to the smartphone of its owner and vice versa.

3. Confidentiality and Intellectual property protection – some of the sent data to

“things” is proprietary that should be protected. For instance, if in a given factory

there is a machine that controls the recipe for some food products, your IoT

system should only send the recipe to your production machine and not to other

machine.

4. Integrity – verify that message is unchanged or tampered.

5. Software updates – if it is needed to install a security update or software patch,

a way should be found to check that it was installed in the right device.

6. Reliability – Since the IoT/CPS is deployed and supposed to work for long time

and since several CPSs have 24x7 availability requirement, upgrading them or

correcting their faults is very challenging. Therefore, it is necessary to include

reactive and predictive maintenance in these systems. Reactive maintenance

makes classifying and fixing faulty device easy by the help of IoT/CPS monitoring

system that sends notification about any problem found. The predictive mainte-

nance require that IoT/CPS system should continuously collect accurate data that

enable proactive remedy to the system.
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7. Traffic security: IoT traffic has unique security and has different requirements for

availability, reliability and bandwidth. Most IoT data is highly latency-sensitive

and has high availability requirements. It also need relatively low bandwidth com-

pared with conventional back-office applications and traffic and should not run

over a general-purpose network and needs to be handled separately (if possible)

using Network segmentation.

8. End-to-end encryption- End-t-end network encryption is needed since most IoT

networks are wireless and can be intervened easily.

9. Cloud storage protection: In many cases, IoT data is directed to cloud-based appli-

cations or data collection engines. Cloud-based protection and security in this

case might be enough and a way of how to protect the data from the sensor

through to the cloud aggregation point, and from there on to the applications is

needed.

3. IoT/CPS Structure

There are different IoT/CPS platforms introduced by many researchers [20-27] and

this makes the operation of finding solution to the IoT/CPS security problems more

complicated. Therefore, it is essential to know the foundation and the elements of the

IoT. Three factors are attributing the IoT environment [28] and [29]:

1. Internet-oriented

2. Things-oriented

3. Semantic-oriented

We can apply the same model to the IoT/CPS structure. The IoT/CPS architecture,

according to K. Zhao [16] is made up of three layers:

1. The perception layer

2. The network layer

3. The application layer
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3.1. Application layer

This layer is the topmost layer of the IoT system that the end user can see. Differ-

ent applications, like smart electrical grid, smart city, smart healthcare system, and

intelligent transportation protocols can be found in this layer [30]. Currently, there is

no agreed upon standard for making the IoT application layer [16] and this layer can

be organized in several ways based on the service it offers. Application layer mostly

includes amiddleware, a service support platform, amachine-to-machine (M2M) com-

munication protocol and cloud computing [31]. The security issues vary depending on

the business, industry, situation and environment [32].

3.2. Network layer

This layer offers transmission and information security. The network layer includes

mobile devices, wireless networks (Bluetooth, WIFI, Zigbee, 6LoWPAN), cloud com-

puting, and the Internet [33].

3.3. Perception layer

This layer is responsible for information collection and is grouped into two layers, the

perception node layer (sensors, controllers, and so on) and the perception network

layer [34]. In the perception node, data are acquired and controlled. In the perception

network, layer control instructions for sending and controlling data are carried out.

4. IoT/CPS Standardization and Security

Cooperation, standardization and regulation are significant to certify an end-to-end

secure solution in the IoT/CPS Industry. As the volumes of connected devices increases,

the threats to privacy, safety, and information security also increase. Because there is

no agreed upon framework for the IoT, IEEE and ETSI, have released technology-specific

standards for IoT including security guides [16]. This leads to other initiatives for unified

architecture and modeling like the Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI

4.0) [36], the Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA) [37] and the Internet of

Things - Architecture (IoT-A) [38]. In addition to the industry, the scientific community

is an important contributor to the standardization of IoT protocols and technology as
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well [29], [50], [41], [42]. In 2013, IETF also contributed to IoT security by issuing an

Internet-Draft draft-garcia-core-security-06 [35].

5. IoT Security Vs. Wireless Security

In dealing with security and privacy several significant differences exist between the

IoT/CPS systems and traditional wireless networks. These differences can be summa-

rized as follows:

The IoT devices exists on low power and lossy networks (LLNs), whereas others

have very dynamic topologies that count on the application. LLNs is less secure due to

node impersonation. If an attacker can connect to any IoT device in the network, the

attacker is considered as trusted node.

The security features and requirements of IoT is also different. In the IoT perception

layer, sensor nodes uses microcontrollers, which have limited computational power

and low storage capacity therefore, using the public key encryption to secure the IoT

devices impossible and instead a Lightweight encryption technology is used for the

IoT devices.

In the network layer, security issues, such as man-in-the-middle and counterfeit

attacks can be found. These attacks come from sending false information to commu-

nicating nodes in the network [16]. Mechanism for identifying authentication and data

confidentiality must be used to prevent unauthorized access.

Application layer security requirement is also differentwhich need protection of user

privacy across heterogeneous networks.

There is also difference in the communication protocols used by both networks. For

example, IoT in the perception layer uses IPv6 over low-power wireless personal area

networks (6LoWPAN) which combines IPv6 and Low-power Wireless Personal Area

Networks. In conventional networks WIFI is used. In the IoT network layer, the commu-

nication protocol used is Datagram Transport Layer (DTLS), whereas wireless network

uses TCP protocol. In IoT application layer Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is

used for communication, whereas the application layer of conventional networks uses

HTTP protocol.

In brief, the security of conventional wireless network is designed based on the

viewpoint of users and not applicable for IoT/CPS Machine- to-Machine (M2M) com-

munication. The security issue in both networks may be same but handling each net-

work security issue need different approaches and techniques.
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6. IoT/CPS Hardware-based Security

Modern applications, like IoT and CPS require reliable security. The United

States Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in November 2016 listed six principles

to address IOT security challenges (https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/public

ations/Strategic_Principles_for_Securing_the_Internet_of_Things-2016-1115-FINAL_

v2-dg11.pdf):

Security should be Included in the early design phase.

1. Security updates and vulnerability management must be applied

2. Proven security practices should be incorporated.

3. Give priority of security measure that give potential impact on your system

4. Disseminate transparency across IoT

5. Take care of IoT connectivity (carefully and deliberately).

Any user-accessible device including IoT and CPS devices is subjected to intellectual

property (IP) robbery and reverse-engineering of the product. IP protection is a signifi-

cant keymanufacturer to safeguard their product. An integrated system solution based

on secured hardware is needed which enables software to be stored, run and updated

in a protected way. Several efforts have beenmade earlier to employ purely Software-

based solutions for device authentication. Unluckily, software has numerous vulnera-

bilities; it can be read, analyzed and altered by attacker since is written code. Attacker

can re-program the device withmodified software and thus the authentication process

and system integrity can be broken. Other weakness of software-based solutions can

be the improper storage of secret keys. Normally, attackers can identify secret keys

from software easily as keys normally act like random numbers when compared to

the program code itself. There exit many entropy analyzers programs that can scan

the software and find parts with high randomness. The randomness parts typically

contain the keys. Entropy analysis scan is very fast, and the keys found can be used to

generate counterfeit account to attack the system. However, hardware can be used to

protect software. Secured hardware can be used to protect the managing and storage

of code using encryption. It can also be used for fault and manipulation detection.

Software becomes reliable by blending it with secured hardware. Many measures are

used to implement hardware support security. These measures can be used at booting

stage, operation stage or maintenance and updating stage.
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Following is some of the hardware security techniques used with IoT/CPS systems:

6.1. Defense- in-depth

This approach uses multi security layers to achieve more immunity against cyber-

attack. Some of the layers may be implemented in hardware to enhance the software

security.

6.2. Trusted execution environment (TEE)

TEE is a secure area of the microcontroller or SoC that assures code and data protection

of applications executed with it. It provides a higher level of security than the one

provided by some Operating system like (mobile OS) and more functionality than a

’secure element’ (SE). It guarantees code and data loaded inside to be protected with

respect to confidentiality and integrity. Although, hardware TEEs can protect their code

and data even when powered off and offer safeguards at boot time, it is suitable for a

relatively low security risk systemwith low-end devices, like certain wearables but not

for sensitive systems with high security risk like IoT based health-care, auto-driving

etc. Many Industry associations like GlobalPlatform and Trusted Computing Group have

carry out work in recent years for the standardization of TEE.

6.3. Trusted platform module (TPM)

A TPM is chip that is embedded into a computing device to provide hardware-based

security. The phrase TPM is sometimes used to refer to the set of specifications appli-

cable to TPM chips. The TMP chip is used to provide hardware authentication on an

endpoint device by storing RSA encryption keys specific to that system. It holds an RSA

key pair called the Endorsement Key (EK). EK is very secure since it is stored inside the

chip and cannot be accessed by software. When the administrator takes ownership of

the system, a Storage Root Key (SRK) is generated by the TPM based on the EK and an

owner-specified password. TMP also prevent unauthorized firmware modification by

generating second key, called an Attestation Identity Key (AIK). AIK protects protect

firmware by fragmenting critical sections of the firmware and software before they

are executed. When any system attempts to modify the firmware, the fragmented

components are sent to a server for verification. If any of the fragmented components
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has been modified there will be no match and the system cannot modify the firmware.

Thus, TMP can be used for trusted and secure boot. TPM has gained support of IT indus-

try and was initially founded by IBM and then formalized under the Trusted Computing

Group (TCG) and is ideal for IoT/CPS applications.

6.4. Trusted network connection (TNC)

TNC is open, standards created by the Trusted Computing Group (TCG). It performs

endpoints authentication by inspecting them to ensure that they complied with secu-

rity policies before connecting them on the protected network. This ensures that all

endpoints are prepared to defend against attacks from unauthorized devices. In this

way, information sharing is well protected. In TNC environment, we can block unau-

thorized users, devices and we can permit appropriate levels of access to authorized

users/devices. We can also isolate and repair damaging or vulnerable devices and

share real-time information about users, devices, threats etc.

6.5. Hardware root of trust (HRoT)

HRoT is used to ensure that remote connected devices used in IoT applications is

connected securely and is working in a reliable way. The use of a standalone secu-

rity processor or co-processor that perform as an HRoT has been well established in

the IT industries such as personal computers, servers, chip cards and identity doc-

uments. HRoT is ideal for IoT/CPS and other industrial applications and can be used

in a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) in conjunction with other security elements to

provide IoT/CPS devices with complete security functions such as integrated crypto-

processors, encrypted storage, buses and peripheral functions protection as well as

integrated error detection and intrusion detection. In this way, network end points

can be powerfully protected using this hardware-based approach. Many VLSI venders

are building HRoT chips for a typical IoT device with that has constraint of processing

power, size, energy consumption. Venders like Synopsys, Intel, AMD, Microsemi have

developed security chip or FPGA SoC solutions to provides security support on behalf

of client applications running on host CPU(s). HRoT can be used to prevent attack codes

such as rootkits and bootkits (https://nostarch.com/rootkits) attacks.
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6.6. Chain of trust (CoT)

COT is can be viewed as an extension of RHoT in that the digital certificates are verified

using a chain of trusting done by root (anchor) certificate authority (CA). The certificate

hierarchy is a structure of certificates that permits individuals to validate the legitimacy

of a certificate’s issuer. The Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (http://www.uefi.o

rg/) (UEFI) Forum is leading the call to use CoT to secure booting. The trust is preserved

via public key cryptography using Platform Key (PK) stored into the firmware. PK

represents the Root of Trust. Security is established by requiring that no code will

be executed by firmware unless it has been signed by a “trusted” key. For third part

certification, a Key Exchange Keys (KEK) can be added to the UEFI key database and the

third party is certified if they are signed with the private part of the PK. A centralized

Certificate Authority (CA) is used to manage the signing process which is currently

operated by Microsoft. As for the case of HRoT, CoT can also be used to prevent attack

codes such as rootkits and bootkits attacks.

6.7. Physically unclonable function (PUF)

This is a chip that can be used to generate encryption private key and protect attacks

from insider users. The public/private key exchanges are one of the most familiar

techniques for securing data communications. In basic terms, this is a method in which

two devices knows their public key, but each must get their private key. The most

secure type of private key is one that is generated by hardware and not by human.

A PUF-based device uses the little differences in each die in the chip to generate a

unique key based on the unique properties of each piece of silicon. Using PUF-based

device avoids insider user who have entry to the network from hacking it.

6.8. Built-in DPA countermeasures

Any hardware security device used should have countermeasures against Differential

Power Analysis (DPA) attacks. DPA is a technique used to detect encryption keys

using electromagnetic probe and a simple oscilloscope. To secure the IoT networks,

any hardware devices used should have DPA licensed built-in countermeasures to

guarantee acceptable design security.
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6.9. FPGA-based security system

Field programmable Gate array (FPGA) is configurable hardware devices that can

be used support many securities patterns through a combination of design security,

hardware security and data security. Design security can be achieved at chip level

protection including anti-tamper measures. Hardware security can be performed at

board-level and the supply chain. Data security can be used to monitor all com-

munications spanning to/from IoT devices. Many vendors (https://www.prnewswi

re.com/news-releases/microsemi-enables-fpga-based-root-of-trust-solution-for-e

mbedded-systems-with-introduction-of-secure-boot-reference-design-244858941.

html) are manufacturing SoC FPGA that can be used to implement HRoT. These

FPGAs products have many hardware built-in capabilities like encrypted bitstreams,

multiple key storage elements, licensed DPA countermeasures, secured flash memory,

anti-tamper features and incorporate a PUF. Such powerful devices can provide the

necessary components for protecting IoT/CPS systems.

7. HRoT Industrial Solution

Many vendors are producing chips or SoC FPGA solution that can be used to implement

HRoT systems.

These chips can be used to support the following security features:

1. Secure booting.

2. Secure access control

3. Secure identification and authentication

4. Firmware integrity assurance

5. Protected chip storage

6. Secure debug

7. Runtime security

8. Protected firmware updates when needed

In this section we will introduce some of these chips and there necessary building

blocks.
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7.1. HRoT building blocks

HRoT can be composed from at least the following four basic building blocks (https:

//www.synopsys.com/designware-ip/technical-bulletin/understanding-hardware-r

oots-of-trust-2017q4.html), that implement the following functions:

1. Protective hardware, which provides a trusted execution environment (TEE) for

the privilege software to run.

2. At least, implement one or more recognized cryptographic algorithms.

3. Provide a kind of tamper protection for the entire runtime.

4. An easy to use user interface that the host can interact with, through either the

host CPU and/or a host controller general-purpose input output (GPIO) ports.

To meet these requirements, HRoT chip need to contain a variety of components.

First, designer of the SoC must define what needs to be protected and how to imple-

ment the protection. Protected area can be implemented in various ways, including

the use of a private bus that connects to the main bus through a gateway.

Next, HRoT need to run secure software/firmware on the secured CPU. The software

running on that CPU defines the implementation for most of the security features

supported in HRoT. Other resources found in SoC will support the implementation of

the security and improve the performance of the secured elements.

The third element of a HRoT is the runtime memory that need to be protected since

it contain sensitive data such as keys in plain-text and other important information.

Next essential element for a HRoT is the tamper resistance as outside code needs

to be authenticated before running it on the secure CPU. This can be realized using a

dedicated ROM that can be accessed only by HRoT

Hardware based cryptography usually uses fewermemory resources and runs faster

than software cryptography. Hardware cryptography accelerator is needed to maintain

high performance. It is necessary for these accelerators to use slower clock for the CPU

to saves power as well as using less runtime memory to save area in the SoC. This

feature is needed for cost-sensitive applications such as automotive applications.

HRoT also require a True Random Number Generator (TRNG) to produce a high level

of entropy required to reduce predictability by generating secure high ephemeral keys

needed by many protocols to secure the connection between end points. This module

need secure untampered access.
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HRoT need a secure clock which is necessary for applications that require a reliable

time measurement.

The last component needed to be included in HRoT is secure storage which is essen-

tial for state knowledge applications. An anti-rollback feature for a device is example

of state knowledge application and can be secure only if HRoT has secure access to a

non-volatile memory.

7.2. Examples of available hardware secure modules

Major hardware vendors across the industry have begun to provide HRoT. In this sub-

section an overview of famous modules is introduced.

7.2.1. DesignWare tRoot H5 hardware secure module

This module is highly secure hardware root of trust introduced by Synopsys. The

components of tRoot H5 is shown in figure (1). The module allows connected IoT/CPS

devices to securely identify and authenticate themselves. tRoot’s addresses com-

plicated threats including device protection when powered down, at boot time, run

time, and, during the communication with other devices or the cloud. tRoot offer

SoC designers optimality and efficiency combination regarding of power, size and

performance. tRoot gives a high level of security because the TEE is isolated in the

hardware. It contains logic blocks such as the Secure Instruction Controller and Secure

Data Controller to build many security features. It has also a HSMmodule that supports

multi-stage secure boot, secure update and secure debug. Finally, it uses a PKCS#11

interface a key management support which to help manage both static and temporary

keys.

7.2.2. AMD platform security processor

AMD combine a Platform Security Processor(PSP) together with the main CPU’s x86

core. The PSP is a standalone 32-bit ARM Cortex-A5 core equipped with its own mem-

ory. PSP can use the full set of ARM’s TrustZone hardware-enabled security services.

It is designed to provide a secure processing path, TEE, TPM, and a cryptographic co-

processor. The PSP’s primary role in normal operation is to protect the x86 core and pro-

vide HRoT. PSP boots first using its own ROM and SRAM and authenticate the code that
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Figure 1: DesignWare tRoot H5 Hardware Secure Module with Root of Trust (https://www.synopsys.com
/designware-ip/technical-bulletin/understanding-hardware-roots-of-trust-2017q4.html)

boots the x86 core using the UEFI Secure Boot process. ARM TrustZone (https://www.

arm.com/products/security-on-arm/trustzone) is hardware-based security built into

ARM SoCs to provide secure end points and roots of trust and it can be integrated into

any ARM based system. TrustZone technology is usually used to run trusted boot and a

trusted OS to build a TEE. Typical use cases include the safeguarding the authentication

mechanisms, cryptography, and key issues. The ARM HRoT implementation is called

CryptoCell. CryptoCell includes root of trust/key management using hardware crypto-

graphic engines, secure boot, secure debug and lifecycle management. It is comprised

of hardware, firmware and SoC-external tools

7.2.3. Intel boot guard

Intel Boot Guard is a hardware-based technology introducewith Intel fourth generation

core processor. It is designed to prevent any replacement or tampering of the low-

level UEFI firmware by malware or other unauthorized software. Boot Guard has three

operating modes: verified boot mode, measured boot mode, or a combination of both.
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Verified boot mode cryptographically authenticates an initial boot block. Measured

boot uses a measuring process. The verified boot method is the one used by the

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). Boot Guard configurations differ from one

OEM to another. In most cases, the OEM is responsible for constructing a public key

for the verified boot and creating boot guidelines. The security of the verified boot

depends on OEM’s key pair. The OEM generates a 2048-bit key that is only used for

authenticating the initial boot block, the private part of which need to be kept securely.

The public part of the key is programmed into field programmable fuses during the

manufacturing process. These fuses cannot be revised and therefore offer a solid

beginning for implementing UEFI Secure Boot. The OEM is also responsible for setting

rules about what steps to be taken if boot integrity checks fail, like shutting down the

system or entering some kind of confidential repair mode.

7.2.4. ARM® Cortex𝑇𝑀-M3 and SmartFusion2 FPGA fabric

Microsemi’s SoC FPGAs enable a wide variety of security functions with the lowest

power, smallest size and with the highest levels of security as compared with other

FPGA family. For the IoT infrastructure, the SmartFusion2 SoC FPGAs provide with MSS

(Microcontroller Sub System) ideal platform that balance between functionality and

cost. It minimize power, offer small form factors and deploy best security solutions to

prevent tampering, counterfeiting and installation of malicious code.

8. Conclusion

The IoT/CPS systems are evolving rapidly, and their security threats are increasing. To

meet these threats, hardware-based protection is necessary. In this paper a survey

of hardware-based protection methods are presented. The advance in VLSI and the

availability of SOC FPGA and other hardware-based security solution from different

vendors can be used effectively to design a secure IoT/CPS system with reasonable

cost. Concentrating on hardware security will help users to have better insight about

IoT/CPS security requirements, identify the vulnerabilities of these systems and gain

good information on how to build secure IoT/CPS systems.
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